

Dublin City Schools Business and Technology Graded Course of Personal Law


Philosophy: The Business and Technology program allows Dublin City School students to acquire the tools necessary for their personal and professional lives. The curriculum will assist
students in preparing for post-secondary education by developing problem solving skills, creativity, 21st century technology skills, and the financial and economic skills needed to succeed in

business and as a responsible citizen.


Program or Course Goals: Students will demonstrate an understanding of our legal system as well as their rights and responsibilities as citizens.


Grade level: 10-12


Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Understanding the government requires knowledge of the basic foundation of our legal system, the U.S. Constitution.

1. Discuss the U.S. Constitution, including its creation and how it protects us.
2. Describe balance of powers. 3. Explain how amendments are
made to the Constitution.

The U.S. Constitution forms the foundation for business law.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Understanding the legal system requires knowledge of the development and classifications of law.

1. Explain the necessity of laws.
2. Describe how laws are made.
3. Identify levels of law (local, state, and federal).
4. Describe sources of law and the structure of the judicial system.
5. Explain the difference between ethics and law.
6. Classify laws by civil versus criminal.

An understanding of the legal system is necessary for all business operations.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Understanding crimes and torts includes knowledge of their classifications and

1. Identify elements of crime including duty to do or not do something, violation of

An understanding of crimes and torts is essential to an informed citizen.
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possible defenses and punishments when crimes and torts are committed.

duty and criminal intent.
2. Classify crimes as felonies or misdemeanors or petty offenses.
3. Classify crimes into larceny, receiving stolen property, false pretenses, forgery, bribery, extortion, conspiracy, arson, selling buying narcotics, computer crime, embezzlement, fraud and identity theft.
4. Classify torts into assault, battery, false imprisonment, defamation, invasion of privacy, trespass, conversion, interference with contractual relations, and fraud.
5. Differentiate between negligence and strict liability.
6. Identify damages from torts.




Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Understanding how consumer law relates to consumer protection issues and government protections for the consumer.

1. Identify federal and state statutes and objectives related to consumer protection.
2. Discuss various governmental agencies and identify the areas they protect.

Protecting consumers is an important role of government, agencies and law.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Understanding contracts and contract law requires knowledge of the elements and classifications of

1. Define the elements of a contract (offer, acceptance, consideration, genuine agreement, and capacity).
2. Recognize when an offer

Contracts and contract law are essential to business operations.
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contracts, the consequences of a breach of contract and types of warranties.

has ended.
3. Describe void and voidable agreements including illegal agreements (such as those that commit crimes/torts, obstruct legal procedures, etc.) and fraudulent agreements (such as those that deliberately misrepresent material fact or are made under duress, etc.).


Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Understanding legal rights and responsibilities includes knowledge of major laws impacting individuals, how the law applies to individuals and the consequences of breaking the law, and the rights of individuals in court.

1. Describe different types of laws and their major functions to serve society.
2. Identify areas of law.
3. Discuss which areas of law are relevant to a particular situation.
4. Identify the rules of law affecting minors.
5. Define types of damages that can be awarded and what needs to be established to collect.
6. Discuss a person’s rights in court (e.g., right to appeal, right to counsel, right to a record).

Every individual should understand their legal rights and responsibilities.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Describing the court system includes understanding the differences between civil and criminal laws and procedures and the functions of courts and officials.

1. Describe the differences between criminal and civil law.
2. Differentiate procedures for civil lawsuit versus criminal proceedings from initial filing through appeal.
3. Discuss the remedies available through civil

Every individual should understand the court system.
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litigation.
4. Describe differences between state and federal court systems.
5. Describe how a case goes to trial.
6. Discuss the differences in functions and procedures among trial courts, appellate courts and administrative hearings.
7. Discuss the functions performed by officials involved in the court system (e.g., attorneys, judges, court clerks, court reporters, investigators).
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